Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming a part of our daily lives at a fast pace, offering myriad benefits for society. At the same time, there is concern about the unpredictability and uncontrollability of AI. In response, legislators and scholars call for more transparency and explainability of AI. This article considers what it would mean to require transparency of AI. It advocates looking beyond the opaque concept of AI, focusing on the concrete risks and biases of its underlying technology: machine-learning algorithms. The article discusses the biases that algorithms may produce through the input data, the testing of the algorithm and the decision model. Any transparency requirement for algorithms should result in explanations of these biases that are both understandable for the prospective recipients, and technically feasible for producers. Before asking how much transparency the law should require from algorithms, we should therefore consider if the explanation that programmers could offer is useful in specific legal contexts.
INTRODUCTION
"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic" Arthur C Clarke 1 Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming more enmeshed in our daily lives at a fast pace. AI applications guide a vast array of decisions that up until recently only extensively trained humans could perform. This has allowed for remarkable improvements in numerous fields. For instance, AI applications are analysing images to detect potentially cancerous cells, 2 helping to predict where and when the next big earthquake will strike 3 and allowing for the development of companion robots supporting overburdened caretaking staff. 4 We have also observed several cases in which AI systems produced poor outcomes. We witnessed the first fatal accident involving an autonomous vehicle, when a Tesla car in self-driving mode killed a pedestrian in 2016. 5 In 2017, Microsoft's chatting bot Tay had to be shut down after 16 hours because it became racist, sexist, and denied the Holocaust. 6 These and other examples have fuelled a variety of concerns about the accountability, fairness, bias, autonomy, and due process of AI systems. 7 In response to the increasing relevance of AI in society, pressure is mounting to make AI applications more transparent and explainable. The 2016 White House report on AI suggests that many of the ethical issues related to AI can be addressed through increasing transparency. 8 The report calls on researchers to "develop systems that are transparent, and intrinsically capable of explaining the reasons for their results to users". 9 The UK House of Lords Artificial Intelligence Committee has recently suggested that in order to achieve trust in AI tools, deploying any AI system that could have a substantial impact on an individual's life is only acceptable if it can generate a full and satisfactory explanation for the decisions it will take. 10 The European Parliament in its 2016 report on AI notes that "it should always be possible to supply the rationale behind any decision taken with the aid of AI that can have a substantive impact on one or more persons' lives" and "to reduce the AI system's computations to a form comprehensible by humans".
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Moreover, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) lays down a right for a data subject to receive "meaningful information about the logic involved" if not only information is collected about them, but also profiling takes place. In this article, I ask what transparency of AI actually means, as a starting point for evaluating whether requiring more transparency by law is feasible and useful. Any AI regulation, such as a transparency requirement, would need to define AI. There is, however, no single definition of AI. Various definitions characterise AI by the autonomy of systems or its "human-like" intelligent outcomes, without clearly demarcating the boundaries of AI. Essentially, AI is in the eye of the beholder. This is understandable for a rapidly evolving field of technology, but makes AI an unsuitable basis for regulation. Moreover, the opacity of the concept reinforces concerns about the uncontrollability of new technologies: we fear what we do not know. Whereas concerns of unknown risks of new technologies are valid, this does not mean that AI is completely unknowable. AI, in other words, is not magic.
I propose an approach that looks beyond AI as an undecipherable "black box". AI applications generally rely on algorithms. The exact workings of these algorithms may be inscrutable for the public. Nevertheless, we can study the main flaws and biases that algorithms present in order to get more grip on the risks that advanced automated systems present. Once we understand where algorithms may go wrong, we can consider what it means to require transparency of algorithms and whether this is practicable and desirable. In this article, I analyse how mistakes in the input data or training data, testing phase and decision model may result in flawed or undesirable outcomes of algorithms.
A transparency requirement of algorithms would need to explain these possible flaws and risks in a way that is both understandable for the prospective recipients, and technically feasible for producers. I consider legal cases concerning fundamental rights and civil liability, finding that effectively informing courts would require considerable engineering effort of algorithm producers, and potentially reduce algorithms' accuracy. We need to balance these costs against the utility of explanations for particular contexts. Moreover, regarding any transparency requirement we need to ask if a technically feasible explanation is going to be useful in practice.
II. AI AS A REGULATORY TARGET
1. The difficulty of defining AI: in search of a legal definition A legal transparency requirement for AI -and in fact any regulatory regime for AIwould have to define AI. However, there does not yet appear to be any widely accepted definition of AI even among experts in the field.
13 Definitions of intelligence vary widely and may focus on AI as a field of research, the autonomy of advanced systems, a comparison with human intelligence, or the technologies and applications of AI.
John McCarthy first coined the term artificial intelligence in 1956, 14 defining AI as "the science and engineering of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programs". 15 For the purpose of regulation, such a circular definition of AI is of little functional use.
Other definitions of AI focus on a certain degree of autonomy exhibited in advanced systems. Scherer views AI's ability to act autonomously as the most obvious feature of AI that separates it from earlier technologies. 16 As Gasser et al put it, AI applications often influence their environment or human behaviour and evolve dynamically in ways that are at times unforeseen by the systems' designers. 17 The problem with this definition for the purposes of law is that our views of what constitutes an autonomous or unforeseen decision by a computer are likely to change over time. What humans perceived as unpredictable behaviour (or even intelligent behaviour, as I will discuss below) of a computer 30, 20 or even 10 years ago may be considered "nothing special" today. Illustrative is a definition of AI by Cole in 1990, describing the class of programs that "emulate knowledgeable manipulation of the real world". Cole notes that "AI involves sensing, reasoning, and interaction within the real world, or at least a portion thereof; the effect of the program's outputs may become part of the program's later inputs". 18 Today, we see a myriad of algorithms whose outputs become part of later inputs: even relatively simple learning algorithms may do this. We might nevertheless require more than this learning ability to classify an application as AI. In short, definitions of AI focusing on the level of autonomy of the application may be interpreted differently depending on whom you ask, and when you ask it. Whereas the notion of autonomy may be a relevant factor for various legal problems surrounding AI, 19 it may be too subjective to serve as a basis for a legal definition. Other definitions relate AI to human intelligence or to human characteristics, including consciousness, self-awareness, language use, the ability to learn, the ability to abstract, the ability to adapt, and the ability to reason. 20 The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines AI as "[a] branch of computer science dealing with the simulation of intelligent behavior in computers," or "[t]he capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human behaviour". 21 Russell and Norvig present eight different definitions of AI organised into four categories: thinking humanly, acting humanly, thinking rationally, and acting rationally. 22 As McCarthy puts it, there is no solid definition of intelligence that does not depend on relating it to human intelligence. The reason is that "we cannot yet characterize in general what kinds of computational procedures we want to call intelligent". 23 Essentially, we may thus characterise applications as AI when they produce results that we perceive as equivalent to human intelligence and therefore qualify as artificial intelligence. In other words, labelling AI has much to do with how intelligent we perceive the outcomes to be, presenting similar problems as defining AI in terms of "autonomy". Putting it bluntly, it means that AI is what we call AI. This definition is both circular and subjective, making it unsuitable as a basis for laws and regulations.
Yet other definitions use AI as an umbrella term to refer to myriad advanced technologies and applications. The English Oxford Living Dictionary defines AI as "[t]he theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decisionmaking, and translation between languages". 24 Similarly, Stone et al consider AI to be a set of applications and sub-disciplines with various applications, such as speech recognition, health diagnostic systems, self-driving cars and computer vision to attention and memory. 25 These definitions illustrate that AI as a regulatory concept would probably cover a wide array of applications and uses, some of which may already be regulated in other ways. Introducing a regulatory regime to deal with the problems of all these AI applications would be impossibly wide in scope. 26 Some legal commentators focus on robots rather than on AI. Calo defines robots as artificial, mechanical objects that take the world in, process what they sense, and in turn act upon the world to at least some degree. 27 Calo notes that this is just a technical definition, emphasising that for policy discourse it is not the precise architecture of robots that is important, but the possibilities and experience it generates and circumscribes. Others, such as Balkin, do not distinguish sharply between robots and AI agents, as the boundaries between the two technologies may increasingly blur and we do not yet know all the ways in which technology will be developed and deployed. 28 The term "robotics", in other words, is as open to interpretation as the concept of AI.
In sum, there does not appear to be a clear definition of AI. The various definitions of AI used in the literature may be helpful to understand AI, but are unsuitable as a basis for new laws. While some uncertainty may be inherent to new technologies, it is problematic to centre laws and policies around the opaque concept of AI.
Problems for laws and regulations
The concern of AI is that it presents new and unknown risks with which current laws may not be able to cope. We may thus need new rules to mitigate the risks of AI. One proposal is to introduce transparency requirements for AI. 29 Such a transparency requirement would be difficult to implement in practice, if we are not sure what its scope is. The lack of a clearly defined scope would leave the industry uncertain whether its activities are covered by the regulation, and would leave the definition of AI to the courts. The definitions of AI discussed above are, however, context-sensitive and time-varying in character.
Take the approach of defining AI in terms of a system's autonomy. This raises the question of what it means for an application to act autonomously. Scherer uses the example of autonomous cars and automated financial advisers that can perform complex 24 Oxford Dictionaries, "Artificial Intelligence" < en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/artificial_intelligence > accessed 22 October 2018. 25 tasks "without active human control or even supervision". 30 Let us consider the example of cars. Most would agree that a regular car is not autonomous, but some would say, like Scherer, that a self-driving car is. What about cars that have some autonomous-driving features, such as automatic distance keeping? Do they have sufficient autonomy to be considered AI, and should this distinction have any legal implications? If we were to require more transparency from AI, what would be the implications for producers of regular cars, partly autonomous and fully autonomous cars? Who would be subject to the requirement, and what would the requirement entail concretely? The problem, of course, would not be limited to cars, but to all systems that may be called AI. Considerable uncertainty would ensue on which systems and applications fall within the scope of such a rule.
Using intelligence to define AI presents similar problems. Capabilities we consider intelligent today may not be seen as such in the future. The AI literature from the 1980s is illustrative, referring to a system's ability to learn from experience as intelligent.
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Systems capable of playing chess, for instance, were seen as AI systems.
32 Today, chess is considered as a relatively easy problem for a computer, given that the rules are known and the number of moves is finite. In 1996, IBM chess computer Deep Blue defeated the then world champion Gary Kasparov. 33 In essence, while AI is sometimes defined as the capability of machines to perform tasks that require intelligence, our conception of what constitutes intelligent may change as machines acquire more capabilities. After all, how can the task require intelligence if a machine can do it? 34 Even if we overcome the problem of varying definitions over time, intelligence may be viewed very differently depending on whom you ask. In 1982, John Searle essentially took the position that any technology that is understandable is not intelligent. Computers may seem to understand concepts but actually do not, as they attach no meaning or interpretation to any of it. 35 On the other end of the spectrum are the views discussed above of intelligent behaviour as mimicking intelligent human behaviour, or being perceived as intelligent by humans. 36 The range of applications that would be considered AI would vary greatly depending on which approach is taken.
In some instances, features of AI such as autonomy or intelligence may help guide us in incorporating AI in our laws.
37 When asking how laws should respond to AI, however, I propose to take a step back and demystify this concept. The narrative of AI as an inscrutable concept may reinforce the idea that AI is an uncontrollable force shaping our societies. In essence, part of the problem is that we cannot control what we do not 30 Scherer, supra, note 13, 363. 31 understand. I therefore propose to "open the black box" of AI and try to identify the risks and "unknowns". This is not to say that AI does not present risks, or even that all of these risks are knowable now. In fact, the majority of the policy challenges regarding AI boil down to the need to mitigate risks that are unknown or difficult to control. It is clear that the question of how to address these risks deserves attention. A first step in doing so is to make these risks concrete, by considering the underlying computational systems. Notwithstanding AI being difficult to understand even for experts, it is a misconception that AI is completely unknowable. AI is a product of human invention, and humans continuously improve upon its underlying technology, algorithms. Algorithms are the basis of the wide array of AI applications, which may vary widely in their sophistication and purpose. 38 Since the technology of algorithms is what AI applications have in common, I propose that we focus the policy debate on this technology, starting by better understanding the risks associated with algorithms. Understanding these risks may be possible without full comprehension of the technology, allowing us to grasp the risks and flaws that advanced automated systems present.
Technology as a regulatory target
Advocating a policy approach that "lifts the veil" of AI and considers the underlying technology of algorithms instead, does not necessarily mean that we should tailor new laws and regulations around this technology. New technologies are frequently the source of legal questions, occasionally with a new legal field ensuing. 39 Literature on previous technologies has illustrated the potential problems of focusing on the technology, rather than trying to solve the problems surrounding the technology within the existing legal subjects.
For instance, cyberlaw scholarship considered the desirability and nature of internet regulation. At a 1996 cyber law conference, Judge Frank Easterbrook compared cyberlaw to the "law of the horse". He meant the attempt to understand the law of horses by studying cases concerning sales of horses, people kicked by horses, or veterinary care of horses. 40 Easterbrook's principal objections to cyberlaw comprised that neither horses nor computers were a useful lens through which to view the law. Instead, we ought to study the problems related to horses or computers through traditional legal areas such as tort law, contract law and property law. Lawrence Lessig rebutted Judge Easterbrook's critique of cyberlaw, arguing that by identifying the distinctive feature of cyberspace one could find the key to regulating technology. 41 We can draw several lessons from this debate for the policy issues surrounding algorithms. First, we should acknowledge that legal experts from various fields of law might already have solutions for problems presented by a new technology. Whereas a new technology may seem to create new challenges, these challenges may simply be a version of a problem that laws already address effectively. In these cases, studying traditional legal areas may be more fruitful to solve new problems than bringing together diverse scholars to consider "the law of the algorithm". At the same time, diverse scholars may benefit from exchanging ideas, so that they can improve their mutual understanding of the technology. This second lesson is reflected by Lessig's critique, which for AI implies that we need to understand how algorithms affect decision-making.
In other words, we should make sure we avoid re-inventing the intellectual wheel for each new technology, 42 while acknowledging the key, distinguishing features of this technology. As Bennett Moses points out, for the regulation of technology to be a useful subject for scholarly examination, there must be something unique about questions around the regulation of the technology that do not apply when considering regulation more generally. 43 Calo specifies this argument in the context of AI, proposing that we should identify the "essential qualities" of the new technology. Next, we should ask how the law should respond to the problems posed by those essential qualities. The three characteristics that Calo proposes are embodiment, emergence and social valence. 44 An entity has embodiment when it can interact with the world physically. The entity's degree of emergence reflects the unpredictability in its interaction with the environment. Social valence refers to whether people treat AI agents as human beings. 45 Balkin finds that rather than speaking in terms of "essential qualities" of a new technology, we should focus on what features of social life the technology makes newly salient: "What problems does a new technology place in the foreground that were previously underemphasized or deemed less important?" 46 We could then try to identify analogies for the new problems of AI in our current laws, ensuring that the law provides a solution for these problems. 47 These approaches tackle both aspects of the above-mentioned technology debate: seeking solutions in existing legal fields, while aiming to identify how new technologies may affect these legal fields. Identifying the salient issues of new technologies for the law may guide lawmakers and courts in finding solutions for problems presented by these technologies and their applications.
Courts and lawmakers may nevertheless need concrete knowledge or information of algorithms when faced with these salient issues of AI. For instance, a lawmaker would have to know more about the roots of unpredictability in advanced systems to be able to draft rules and guidelines for these systems. A court would need some understanding of the roots of unpredictability of advanced systems when being asked to determine who is liable for harm caused by such an unpredictable system, in the design of which multiple parties may have been involved. Courts and regulators will need to "open the black box of AI" and ask what aspects of the technology present risks, where these risks stem from, and whether these risks can be controlled or contained. Depending on the extent and nature of the risk, this information may guide lawmakers on whether and how to respond to algorithms. For instance, it will inform the question of whether or not to impose strict liability for algorithms. If, instead, a negligence rule were imposed, a duty of care would need to be translated into technical requirements or safeguards.
In short, given that the concerns surrounding AI boil down to mitigating and controlling risks, it is helpful to consider these risks in more detail. Concretely, I propose to do so by asking what algorithms are, and in which ways their decision-making may be unpredictable or uncontrollable.
III. ALGORITHMS: HOW THEY WORK AND WHERE THEY MAY GO WRONG

A brief introduction to algorithms 48
In its most basic form, an algorithm is a set of instructions or rules given to a computer to follow and implement. A simple, rule-based algorithm is an unambiguous specification of how to solve a class of problems. These problems may include ordering possible choices (prioritisation), categorising items (classification), finding links between items (association) and removing irrelevant information (filtering), or a combination of these.
More sophisticated, machine learning (ML) algorithms are designed to learn, meaning to modify their programming to account for new data. 49 By applying ML algorithms a computer, with the help of training data, can learn rules and build a decision model. The computer does not merely execute explicit instructions but is programmed to find patterns in the data, turning them into the instructions that the programmers would have otherwise had to write themselves. ML is thus an attractive alternative to manually constructing these programs.
ML is used in web search, spam filters, recommender systems, ad placement, credit scoring, fraud detection, stock trading, drug design, and many other applications. 50 ML algorithms may help solve a wide array of problems, ranging from predicting how capable a credit applicant is of repaying a loan, identifying and labelling objects in images and videos, classifying protein patterns in human cells, converting written text into spoken forms, classifying malware, and so forth. 51 Improvements in mathematical formulas and the availability of computing power allow computer scientists to employ more complex models. This has led to the development of deep learning, a branch within ML that uses a particular class of algorithms: artificial neural networks. Neural networks are frameworks for many different ML algorithms to work together and process complex data inputs. ML algorithms that use neural networks generally do not need to be programmed with specific rules that define predictions from the input. The learning algorithm in the neural network instead is given many examples with both input ("questions") and output ("answers") given, to learn what characteristics of the input are needed to construct the correct output. The more training data the neural network processes, the more accurately the neural network can begin to process new, unseen inputs and successfully return the right results.
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Deep learning has allowed for breakthroughs in for example speech and image recognition. For instance, a deep learning system of Google and Stanford learned to categorise objects in images without a human ever defining or labelling these objects. 53 At the same time, it becomes increasingly difficult to understand how these systems find the solution as they become more complex. In essence, in advance of their use, developers are not able to predict or explain their functioning. Currently, research is being done into providing retrospective explicability of neural net decisions 54 . Summarising, the capabilities of applications relying on algorithms depend on the sophistication of the algorithm. Somewhere on the continuum between simple algorithms and deep learning systems, we reach a level of complexity, sophistication and unpredictability of the outcomes that we may classify as AI. The concerns associated with these complex and intractable systems, however, are not tied to the system being qualified as AI. Understanding how algorithms reach decisions and what risks this decision-making process may present requires us to learn more about where in this decision-making process an algorithm may be flawed or biased.
Identifying the roots of biases
Many factors influence an algorithm's decision-making ability. Figure 1 provides a simplified graphical representation of the decision-making process of a machinelearning algorithm using the method of "supervised learning". First, training data is used to feed the algorithm with information. One could compare the training data with a set of questions with the answers already given. Next, the algorithm should derive a set of rules that allows construction of the output ("answers") from the input ("questions"). This set of rules makes up the decision model. The goal is to optimise the decision model as a predictor for the problem at hand: ideally, the decision model can construct or predict all output correctly from the input. In order to make sure that the decision model performs well in the environment where it is supposed to solve a problem, the model is tested with real-world input. Ultimately, the decision model can be used for actual problems: it is given data and produces outcomes or decisions.
We can now consider data, testing and the decision model as aspects of the algorithm's decision-making process, identifying errors that may lead to biased or harmful results.
a. Data
Machine learning uses computers to run predictive models that learn from existing data to forecast future behaviours, outcomes and trends. 55 Any ML algorithm, and its subsequent decisions, depends on the dataset that was used to train it. The more data it can access, the better its predictive model can be.
Large quantities of data alone are not enough, however: the quality of this data also affects the validity, accuracy and usefulness of the outcomes generated by the algorithm. 56 If key data is withheld by design or chance, the algorithm's performance might become very poor. 57 The often-used implicit assumption that once we collect enough data, algorithms will not be biased, is not justified. 58 Bias can arise in algorithms in several ways. First, the data we have collected may have been preferentially sampled, and therefore the data sample itself is biased. 59 Second, bias can arise because the collected data reflects existing societal bias. 60 To the extent that society contains inequality, exclusion or other traces of discrimination, so too will the data. 61 For instance, differences in arrest rates across racial groups may be replicated by an algorithm calculating recidivism risk. 62 Another example could be underrepresentation of women in particular jobs, from which a hiring algorithm may derive the rule that men are preferable candidates. 63 In short, machine learning can reify existing patterns of discrimination.
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Another flaw rooted in data is if foundational issues in measurement are neglected that apply in statistical research when using data for ML algorithms. Illustrative is the example of Google Flu Trends, which massively overestimated the prevalence of flu. 65 Lazer et al note that even with large quantities of data, one must still check validity, reliability and dependencies among data. 66 Traditional statistical methods could be used to extract relevant information that the tool overlooked, such as identifying the seasonality of the flu.
In short, algorithms may produce biased outcomes or decisions if the input data were biased, if relevant information was overlooked, and even if, in interpreting the outcomes, it is overlooked that biases in society are reflected in the input data.
b. Testing
Output may also be biased if the training data is not representative of the real-world environment in which the system is supposed to perform. An algorithm may produce unexpected and undesirable results if it encounters a situation that is markedly different from the data it was trained on. In a recent study, a computer program out performed human dermatologists at spotting skin cancer from photographs. A possible risk is that since the algorithm was trained using pictures of predominately white skin, it could perform worse for patients with darker skin. 67 When applying an algorithm and interpreting its outcome, it should always be verified if the algorithm is likely to produce a reliable result for these circumstances, given the environment it was tested in.
This raises the question of what a suitable testing regime might look like. A first relevant consideration in testing the algorithm is to select the type of algorithm. A suitable testing regime may test a variety of algorithms for their performance on the problem against the chosen performance measure, meaning how the solution to the problem is to be evaluated. Depending on how the predictions made by the algorithm are to be measured, a different algorithm may be appropriate.
Next, testing the algorithm involves selecting a test dataset and a training dataset. An algorithm will be trained on the training dataset and will be evaluated against the test set. Both datasets need to be representative of the problem that the algorithm is to solve. If the training dataset contains defects, it should be avoided that these defects are repeated in the testing dataset. A thorough testing regime tests the algorithm against realistic scenarios to ensure that it is fit for its purpose.
c. Decision models
As algorithms become more sophisticated, their decision-making process may become less tractable. The problems associated with biases in data and insufficient testing may get more pervasive as the decision model gets more complex, because these biases may be more difficult to predict or identify.
For instance, avoiding biased results rooted in social inequalities is difficult if sensitive information, such as ethnicity, is correlated with seemingly neutral variables, such as home address. In such cases, removing the sensitive variable will not prevent the biased result. Sophisticated algorithms may be able to reconstruct sensitive information from other inputs, even if they are not given this information. 68 An example was the Netflix algorithm that reportedly presented some users with racially targeted promotional images for films and TV shows, despite not asking members for information on their race. 69 With sufficiently large data sets, the task of exhaustively identifying and excluding data features correlated with "sensitive categories" a priori may be impossible. If we are not aware of correlations between variables, these hidden relationships may obscure the rationale for how predictions are being made.
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The chosen decision model may also turn out to be unsuitable if the real-world environment behaves differently from what was expected. If an algorithm is fed with input from users or consumers, designers may have to account for the interaction with the social-learning abilities in the decision model. Microsoft learned this lesson the hard way in 2017, when its chatting bot Tay had to be shut down after 16 hours because it became racist, denied the Holocaust and supported Hitler. 71 Tay was intended to be empathetic and was highly successful at that. However, this meant that as Twitter users started deluging Tay with racist, homophobic and otherwise offensive comments, Tay stopped being family-friendly and its type of language changed dramatically. Since then, Microsoft launched a new bot that was programmed differently with respect to its responses to input.
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As these examples illustrate, it will not always be possible to attribute the problem to one aspect of the algorithm. Nevertheless, these aspects -data, testing and decision model -can be useful starting points for identifying biases associated with algorithms.
IV. IS REQUIRING TRANSPARENCY FEASIBLE AND USEFUL?
Understanding the roots of flaws and biases of algorithms allows us to evaluate the idea of a transparency requirement for algorithms. An effective transparency requirement would need to offer an explanation that is both feasible and useful. A feasible definition 68 F Doshi-Velez et al, "Accountability of AI Under the Law: The Role of Explanation" (2017) arXiv:1711.01134, 8-9.
69 L Bakare, "Netflix -treat your black customers with the respect they deserve" (The Guardian, 24 October 2018) < www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/oct/24/netflix-black-customers-actors-hollywood-diversity > accessed 14 February 2019. 70 Olhede and Wolfe, supra, note 57, 4; Goodman and Flaxman, supra, note 61, 4. 71 Perez, supra, note 6. 72 K Johnson, "Microsoft's Zo chatbot refuses to talk politics, unlike its scandal-prone cousin Tay" (Venture Boat 5 December 2016) < venturebeat.com/2016/12/05/microsofts-zo-chatbot-refuses-to-talk-politics-unlike-its-scandalprone-cousin-tay/> accessed 14 February 2019.
53 Towards Intelligent Regulation of Artificial Intelligence 2019 of transparency allows programmers or algorithm producers to comply with the requirement. A useful definition of transparency provides sufficient information to plaintiffs, defendants and courts in legal cases involving algorithms.
Feasible transparency of algorithms
Transparency 73 means tracing back how certain factors were used to reach an outcome in a specific situation. Ideally, this means answering what were the main factors in the decision, how changing a certain factor would have changed the decision and, if applicable, what factor resulted in different decisions in two cases that look similar. 74 The concrete interpretation of transparency depends on the context in and purpose for which it is used.
When demanding explanation from humans, we typically want to know how certain input factors affected their final decision. 75 We may ask them about the main factors in the decision, how changing a certain factor would have changed the decision, and what factor resulted in different decisions in two similar cases. This is not to say that humans are always perfectly able to explain their decisions. We may rationalise our decisions when asked about them, listing socially correct reasons rather than our actual motivations.
With respect to algorithms, a motivation is limited to correlation in the statistical sense: it does not tell us why the outcome is as it is.
76 Given this limitation, three approaches to transparency could be distinguished.
First, a transparency requirement could focus on the input: the training, testing and operational data. Having access to this data could allow an observer to detect biases present in the dataset on which the algorithm operated or in society at large, as discussed above. Algorithms could be reviewed for their neutrality based on the accuracy and characteristics of the algorithm's inputs.
A second possibility is to require transparency of the decision-making process of the algorithm. Following this approach, an explanation should permit an observer to determine how input features relate to predictions, and how influential a particular input is on the output. This presumes that the model of the algorithm can be articulated and understood by a human. 77 An explanation of the decision model of the algorithm may become increasingly difficult as the algorithm becomes more complex. Even if an algorithm's source code were made transparent, it would only give a snapshot of its functionality. This is particularly true for adaptive, self-learning systems.
Finally, transparency could be required in terms of the outcomes or decisions of the algorithm. In some cases it may be obvious that the outcome or decision reached by an algorithm is harmful. In others, analysing the outcomes may show harm, for instance in the form of (statistical) discrimination. This highlights the importance of counterfactuals for explanation of algorithmic decisions. 79 An explanation could be provided by probing the AI system with variations of the original inputs changing only the relevant variable, to see if the outcomes are different.
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The first and last approach to transparency may be more feasible for programmers than the approach focusing on the decision-model of the algorithm. As technology advances, more instruments may become available to quantify the degree of influence of input variables on algorithm outputs. 81 Research is also underway in pursuit of rendering algorithms more amenable to ex post and ex ante inspection.
82 Nonetheless, generating explanations of an algorithm is a non-trivial engineering task that takes time and effort that could also be spent on other goals. 2. Useful transparency of algorithms Depending on the circumstances, the need for transparency of algorithms and the type of information needed is likely to differ considerably. For instance, while one may be interested to know why Netflix' algorithm is suggesting certain content, one may have a more legitimate interest in getting an explanation for an algorithm that decides on loans, jobs or parole.
Depending on who needs transparency, an explanation may, moreover, take a different form. When defining a requirement for transparency we must consider who needs to understand the decision-making processes of the algorithm in question, and ask what purpose the understanding is to serve. 84 The justifications for requiring transparency determine what information should be provided about the algorithm and to whom it should be disclosed.
Let us consider two examples of possible purposes for understanding the decisionmaking process of an algorithm.
a. Civil liability cases
Transparency of algorithms may help courts to assign appropriate responsibility for failures in decision-making. To determine negligence liability for a decision based on an algorithm, courts would need to know how the algorithm reached its decision, or where it may have been flawed.
In order for a negligence claim to prevail, three elements must normally be demonstrated: (i) the defendant had a duty of care; (ii) the defendant breached that duty; and (iii) that breach caused an injury to the plaintiff. Proving causation may be difficult when an algorithm is involved. If multiple parties are involved in the design and programming of the algorithm, it may be more difficult to establish a reasonable connection between the act or omission of the defendant and the damage. 85 Proving the connection between the act of the algorithm and the damage may be particularly difficult when the algorithm recommended an action (comparable to an expert) rather than taking an action (such as a self-driving car). 86 Related to this, courts may have difficulty determining whether the harm was foreseeable for the defendant, considering that unforeseeable behaviour is to some extent intended by the designers of ML algorithms and systems using neural networks. 87 This means that output transparency of the algorithm may not be useful, in the sense that harmful output would still have to be attributed to the algorithm. In these circumstances, transparency of the input and the decision-model could help clarify what went wrong in case of harm. Any explanation of the decision-making process of the algorithm should inform courts of the factors influencing the decision and the possible biases in the system. Nevertheless, for this information to truly improve the accuracy of assigning legal responsibility, courts would need some technical literacy. With respect to arguing and evaluating how complex algorithms may have caused harm, it is likely that courts and injured parties remain at a disadvantage compared to the experts producing the algorithm.
Moreover, all the factors covered by a possible transparency requirement would need to be clear from the outset. Differently from humans, algorithms cannot be asked ex post, in a litigation scenario, to refine their explanations without additional training data. 88 Moreover, the relevant information would need to be explained in a manner that judges and parties to a case would understand. Differences in technical literacy mean that, for most people, simply having access to the underlying code of an algorithm is insufficient. 89 In short, if a transparency requirement is to aid parties in liability cases, the demands are high. The explanation would need to put courts and parties in a position to evaluate whether an algorithm was biased or flawed, and whether this constitutes negligence on the part of the producers.
b. Breach of fundamental rights
A person involved in a potential breach of fundamental rights may need to know how an algorithm makes its decisions. One could consider a criminal case in which an algorithm predicting a defendant's recidivism risk is used to determine that defendant's sentence. 90 Another example may be a hiring algorithm used to select candidates for jobs. In such cases, the harmed party would need the algorithm to be explained in order to be able to substantiate his claim that the algorithm may be biased.
While input transparency may reveal social inequalities or biases, it is not sufficient to know whether sensitive information was used as input variables for the algorithm. On the one hand, the algorithm may be able to create proxies to reconstruct the sensitive information from other inputs. 91 On the other, neutral data that can reveal sensitive information does not necessarily result in discriminatory outcomes. 92 Input transparency combined with access to the decision model may allow harmed parties to probe the algorithm with variations of the original inputs, to check whether the outcomes are different. Another approach may be to reduce the legal evidentiary burden when algorithms are involved, allowing for output transparency to suffice. In some circumstances, such as employment cases in the US, statistical evidence that the outputs of a decision-making process disproportionately exclude a particular race or gender can be sufficient to shift the burden of proof on the decision-maker. 93 Such an approach to explanation or transparency of algorithms could be considerably more workable in practice than requiring details on how the sensitive information affected the decision in a concrete case -and thereby more useful.
Nonetheless, aligning the decision models of more advanced algorithms with the requirements of fundamental rights may remain difficult. The decision models of ML algorithms are based on past decisions and outcomes using complex optimisation models, whereas fundamental rights aim to protect the individual, using reasoning and interpretation. 94 We may find that no approach to transparency meets the standards of fundamental rights procedures. If so, we need to ask in which contexts we may prefer human over automated decision-making.
When should we require transparency of algorithms?
We could imagine myriad legal situations in which it could be useful that algorithms are more transparent. However, designing a system that generates useful explanations takes valuable time and engineering effort. Therefore, we need to ask when it is worth requiring transparency, balancing the utility of transparency against the costs of generating such a system.
The usefulness of transparency may depend on the risk associated with the decision. Regulatory transparency requirements should be context-dependent and based on risks to safety, fairness, and privacy. 95 We may require transparency for decisions that have a great impact on someone besides the decision-maker. For less important decisions, we may opt for less transparency in favour of a better system performance. 96 In those settings, we may be able to rely on statistical measures of a system's performance to provide transparency, without providing an explanation for each given decision. Other factors determining the need for transparency may be whether there is value in knowing whether the decision was made erroneously, and whether there is reason to believe that an error has occurred.
97
There may be a trade-off between the capacity of a model and its explainability. Easy to interpret linear models may only be able to explain simple relationships. Complex methods, representing a rich class of functions, may be hard to interpret. 98 By requiring more transparency, we may need to accept that systems are less accurate than they could technically be. This is relevant considering that both clarity and accuracy are useful for preventing errors. 99 We should also consider that the opacity of algorithms may have non-technical justifications, such as protecting trade secrets. Finally, we need to be aware of the costs of requiring transparency particularly for small companies, which may be disproportionally burdened. If the costs of providing transparency are high, requiring it can potentially have negative effects on innovation. Despite the potential burden on developers of requiring transparency, this may nevertheless be justified for algorithms involved in decisions which will have a great impact.
Regardless, for any transparency requirement we need to consider whether a technically feasible explanation would be useful for the prospective recipients. Merely bombarding people with information they cannot process will not help them to make better decisions. Neither will a requirement for producers of algorithms to hand over the code help courts in assigning liability. Improving the technical literacy of legislators and judges may be part of the solution for some types of cases. In other cases, we may need to accept that transparency is simply not feasible in practice. If so, it may be necessary to consider whether the algorithm presents such a great risk that limitations to its use are justified.
A more general question is what level of transparency we should require from algorithms. One could argue that it should be high, as we are not just trying to replace humans with equally flawed systems, but aiming to improve on them. At the same time, we need to keep in mind that, while biases in algorithms may be difficult to identify, humans may be unaware of their own biases as well. Over time, we may attain more understanding of these biases than we do now if algorithmic process can demonstrate the transparency of a decision made by either a human or a machine.
whether the value of the explanation is worth the costs of generating it. In some cases, we may find that access to data suffices for the purpose in question. In other contexts, it may not be technically feasible to produce any useful form of transparency. Before jumping to regulatory conclusions regarding the need for transparency of algorithms, or even of AI, we should give more thought to what this means in particular legal contexts. 
